The consonant is an important element in Mandarin, and various categories of consonant generation effectuate various facial expressions. Specifically, there are changes in facial muscles when speaking, and these changes are closely related to pronunciation; the facial muscles are associated with these hidden articulators, and the effects on the facial changes can be seen as 3D changes. However, in most studies, 2D images are used to analyze facial features when people talk. The 2D images serve to provide information in two dimensions (x-and y-axis); however, subtle deep motions (z-axis changes) of facial muscles when speaking can be difficult to detect accurately. Hence, the depth feature of the face (the point cloud feature in this study) was used to investigate the potential for consonant recognition, recorded by a time-of-flight 3D camera. In this study, we propose an algorithm to recognize the seven categories of Mandarin consonants using the depth features of the speaker's face. The proposed system yielded suitable classification accuracy for the recognition of seven categories of Mandarin consonants. This result implies that depth features can be used for speech-processing applications.
Introduction
Speech is one of the most natural ways of communication for a human. While speaking, humans produce changes in facial muscles (such as the buccinator muscles and orbicularis oris), and these changes are closely related to pronunciation [1] ; meanwhile, the muscles associated with these hidden articulators affect the surface of the face and neck region [1] . A previous study [2] indicated that the facial expression also contributes to communication for the emotional or pragmatic intent of the message. Therefore, an efficient method for acquiring the features of facial muscles should benefit speechprocessing systems.
Face analysis is an important technology to extract the features of facial muscles by an RGB camera (2D image) when a human talks, such as in the facial-landmark approach [3] . Zhon et al. used facial-landmark technology to extract the lip motion feature to improve automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, and the results indicated that the lip motion features play a vital role toward ASR [4] . Chung et al. [5] used the neural-network model to recognize phrases and sentences being spoken by a talking face. The results demonstrated that visual information helps to improve speech recognition performance.
Hou et al. proposed a deep audio-visual convolutional neural network (CNN) speech enhancement (SE) model [6] , which used the acoustic and lip motion features in this system. The results indicated that the feature of lip motion can further improve the benefit of the SE algorithm. More recently, Tamura et al. [7] indicated that the 2D lip motion image feature was beneficial for voice conversion systems to improve the converted speech quality further. The above studies confirm that the feature of facial muscles from a 2D image is important information for each speech-processing application task.
The 2D image provides suitable benefits for speech signal processing; however, it still has room for improvement. For example, when a human speaks, the change of the facial muscles are not only in the 2D plane (x-and y-axis), but also in the depth axis (z-axis). The plane image feature is easy to be recorded by RGB camera, but subtle deep motions (z-axis changes) of facial muscles on the face when speaking can be difficult to detect accurately. Moreover, when an RGB camera records 2D images, there are some serious problems, such as ambient lighting conditions and the various skin colors. These factors will directly affect the accuracy of visual recognition [8] .
To solve these problems, a time-of-flight (ToF) camera was used in this study, because it can catch the deep maps of objects at a high frame rate without the need for moving parts. Further, it will not be affected by the ambient lighting conditions and various skin colors. A detailed description of the ToF camera can be found in previous work [9, 10] .
When a 3D image of an object is obtained by a ToF camera, an algorithm (such as in previous work [11] ) can be used to make the 3D image information robust and to obtain the point cloud geometric data [10, 12, 13] . Because point clouds do not have a rigid structure and an unordered set of vectors, the typical deep-learning-based classifier could not provide suitable performance in this application. Recently, a new deeplearning-based architecture (PointNet [14] ) was proposed to address the problem of the nonrigid structure of point cloud data. The three key units (symmetric function, local and global information combination structure, and alignment network) were used to group points that are close to each other in tiny pockets, which are then compressed into a single point. In other words, the neural network learns a function that selects and encodes interesting points from the point cloud data. Finally, a fully connected neural network can be used to predict each point label. A detailed description of PointNet can be found in [14] . Following the success of PointNet in the 3D object classification application, the purpose of this study was to propose a system and to investigate the effectiveness in the application of the consonant classification in Mandarin.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. The proposed system is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the methods and results. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the findings. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. First, the point cloud data of these seven categories were represented as a set of 3D points { | = 1 ⋯ m}, of which is a vector ( , , ) coordinate and m is a frame index. There were n points in a frame of the point cloud image. These data were used as the input data to train the network of PointNet (vanilla) [14] in the proposed system. The PointNet (vanilla) is one unit of PointNet without the units of input and feature transformations. In PointNet (vanilla), the multilayer perception (mlp) network, ℎ(•), was used to learn the high-dimensional features to capture different properties of sets. More specifically, the five-layer CNN be used to extract the features in the perception network. The filter number of CNN (1 × 1) were 64, 64, 64, 128, and 1024 for Layers 1 through 5, respectively. Next, the symmetric function, g (•) , was used to help the network learn an optimization function to select interesting points of the point cloud effectively; meanwhile, the 1024 global features were obtained by the layer of symmetric function. Next, the threelayer fully connected neural network (1024, 512, and 256) was used to predict the point labels for each frame. Finally, the final representation of consonant categories is derived by averaging the results of 30 frames, predicted by the PointNet (vanilla). The detail description of PointNet (vanilla) can be found elsewhere [14] .
Proposed system

Method and results
Materials
There are 21 initial consonants in Mandarin, as shown in Table  1 . According to the different place of articulation, they can be divided into seven categories [15] : bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, dental, retroflex, palatal, and velar. These 21 initial consonants were pronounced by a native female Taiwan Mandarin speaker, recorded by a ToF camera at a sampling rate of 60 fps. The recorded data defined a coordinate vector from 0° (termed P_0°) in this study. The speaker pronounced these 21 initial consonants for 5 times, and they were all recorded by ToF camera. Among these 5 times recoded, the first 4 recoded data were used for training (including 240 videos with 7200 frames) and the other recoded data (28 videos with 840 frames) were used for testing. Then, the method of the Euler angle formula [15] was used to rotate the recoded data of P_0° by 90° to produce the synthesize data (termed P_0°+ 90°). In addition, a previous study indicated that adding noise in the training set (adding jitter) can improve the performance of the pattern recognition task [17] , because it can act as a regularization approach to curb overfitting of the training dataset. Therefore, the pseudorandom jitter was used to adjust the data of P_0°, termed P_0°+jitter. 
Procedure
The point cloud data, recorded by the ToF camera, were processed before being used to train the PointNet (vanilla) network. When speaking, the muscles between the lower part of the eye and upper part of the chin are the areas where the movement is more obvious; therefore, we processed and grab the point cloud data between the tip of nose and chin (as shown in Fig. 2 ). The length of each film from the beginning to the end of the pronunciation was the number of synchronizations to 60 Meanwhile, the total point number of each frame was controlled to 5600 points by this filter program. Then, the processed point cloud data were used for the training and testing sets. In the training stage, the loss function of cross entropy [16] and optimizer of Adam [17] were used, and the setting of PointNet (vanilla) was described in Section 2. In the testing stage, the trained network of PointNet (vanilla) was used to predict the consonant category from the point cloud data directly.
Analysis of t-SNE
The t-SNE [16] is a well-known technology that creates a visualized 2D or 3D map from the data of high dimensions. In Fig. 3 , the results of the proposed system on the point cloud dataset (120 videos with 7200 frames in seven categories) are shown, which were plotted based on the output of the global feature in the PointNet (vanilla) network. The results of Fig. 3 show that the data processed by the proposed system were a cluster in each category of part of articulation; meanwhile, these seven categories were widely separated. This implies that the features processed by the proposed system provided suitable benefits for consonant classification application. Fig. 4 shows the results of the average accuracy in the three training set conditions (i.e., P_0°, P_0°+ 90°, and P_0°+jitter). From the results of the proposed system trained by the P_0° dataset, the frame-and video-based accuracy were 76.2% and 85.7%, respectively; meanwhile, Tables 2 and 3 show the confusion matrix of frame-and video-based (the consonant type classification was carried out by voting on the outputs of the 30 frames) results in this test condition. The columns and rows of Tables 2 and 3 correspond to the predicted class determined by Figure 3 : Visualization of the processed data by proposed system on the point cloud data. The label of 0 to 6 are the pronounced place of articulation of bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, dental, retroflex, palatal and velar, respectively.
Classification results of the proposed system
the proposed system and the actual class of the input feature, respectively. For example, the prediction accuracy of the consonant category 1 (labiodental) was 79.2%. Moreover, 92.5% of the actual input feature of consonant category 6 (velar) was classed as the consonant category 5 (palatal). The results of Table 2 (frame-based) indicted that the depth feature of facial expression can accurately estimate the consonant categories in most conditions. Moreover, because the pronunciation is a continuous movement, the predicted performance of the proposed system can be further improved based on the serial frames results (video-based). However, the results of Table 3 show only 50% accuracy of consonant categories 0 (bilabial) and 4 (dental). This could be caused by the similar pronunciation parts of the consonant categories 0 and 1, related to the lips; meanwhile, consonant categories 4 and 5 are related to teeth. Therefore, there is still room for improvement in the proposed system. The results of Fig. 4 show that more-synthesized point cloud data (i.e., P_0°+ 90° and P_0°+jitter) can further improve the performance of the proposed system. When adding the synthesized point cloud data to train the proposed system by rotating in a 90° coordinate vector condition, the accuracies of frame-and video-based methods were 78.8% and 92.0%, respectively. When adding the synthesized point cloud data to train the proposed system by the jitter approach, the frame-and video-based accuracies were 82.9% and 92.0%, respectively. These results imply that the synthesized data were useful for improve the performance of the proposed system. 
Conclusions
In this study, a system was proposed to recognize the consonant categories of Mandarin based on the depth features (point cloud) of the speaker's face. Further, two synthesis approaches were used to increase the training data to improve the performance of the proposed system. The results show that the proposed system yields suitable accuracy performance for consonant recognition tasks based on depth features, while the synthesis approach can further improve the performance of the proposed system. These findings show that the depth features of a speaker's face could potentially be used to improve the performance of speech-processing systems. Table 3 : Confusion matrix of the seven consonant categories in the video-based evaluation condition 
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